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Summary
Many evidences from in situ registrations of strong and weak motions, both on rock and soils, and from several comparisons
of one-dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional (2D) numerical simulations of local seismic response along shallow and deep
basins filled by soils, demonstrated that the concave shape of basins and the transformation of body waves into surface waves
across the valley produce surface amplification as high as 2 or 3 times the 1D analysis predictions. Moreover, such amplifications involve a large range of periods and are associated with longer durations of seismic events; thus, these effects can strongly
affect structures more than the topographic ones. Unfortunately, such phenomenon, called “valley effect”, can be estimated only case by case by means of specific 2D numerical simulations, and is quite difficult to prescribe simple rules in the body of
Technical Codes or Guidelines. In the present paper, a simplified approach to predict “valley effects” has been carried out by
means of 2D simple sketches of 30m depth basins filled by soils, which have been characterized by VS30 values calculated according to the dynamic soil categories proposed by the Italian building code. Results from such analyses have been compared
with previous studies carried out by the authors in the Tuscany Region territory and by many researchers worldwide over the
last thirty years. The main objective is to take into account the “valley effect” even in a simplified fashion by means of a “geometric coefficient” akin to the “topographic coefficient” reported by the Italian building code.
Keywords: Valley effect, local seismic response, geometric coefficient.

1. Introduction
The current Italian Building Code [DM 14 gennaio 2008] introduces an amplification factor S
which is used to modify the ordinates of the acceleration response spectra referred to soil category A
and horizontal topographic surface for dynamic designing. Such factor depends on the two contributions to local seismic amplification effects: the stratigraphic SS and the topographic ST factors:
S=SS·ST

(1)

The latter takes into account the contribution of
ridges higher than 30m and steeper than 15° to amplification on response spectrum ordinates, whereas
subsurface geometric irregularity of bedrock and
contacts between strata are definitively disregarded,
within this simplified approach. The technical code
considers only the two-dimensional effects induced
by the focalisation of the body waves for the presence of steep reliefs. On the other hand, in the last
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thirty years the researchers focused on other two-dimensional phenomena, known as “valley effects”,
which produce the uttermost amplification values in
terms of spectral ordinates and peak ground accelerations (PGAs) with respect to the topographic one.
According to the authors' standpoint, “valley effects” must be considered in the designing stage although in a simplified fashion, for two main reasons:
(1) thirty years of field registrations and numerical simulations shown common features of amplification magnitude, range of periods and geometrical outlines of shallow and deep valley seismic response;
(2) the relevance of these phenomena for structures with resonance periods ranging between low
and medium values.
Such considerations must be taken into account
as well as the increment of the energy content associated with the longer durations of motion induced
by the arising of the surface waves at the edges of
these valleys. Anyway, even though valley effects are
more severe and more documented than topographic effects, they are not accounted for in simplified
approaches in the framework of Technical Codes or
Guidelines. Thus, the influence of the bedrock
shape and the impedance contrast between bedrock
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and soils is investigated in this paper, in the case of
few ideal valleys representative of real valleys mainly
recurring in the Northern Apennines.
The study has been carried out by means of twodimensional numerical analyses; the surface amplification of spectral functions has been derived in order to introduce another factor into the Equation
(1) called “geometric factor” SG. In such simulations
the bedrock geometry varies from shallow to deep
valleys, whereas the impedance contrast varies from
low to high values; the analyses have been restricted
to VS30 – based subsoil classes B and C, according to
the current seismic building code.

2. State of the art on the so called “valley effect"
Since eighties, seismic site amplification phenomena within soft soil filled valleys with basin irregular shapes have been noted and then studied. Such
phenomena, which are now called “valley effects”
can be summarized as those generated, across the
valley edges, by the body waves transformed into
surface waves and their propagation back and forth
within the soil cover. Such waves cause:
(1) larger spectral ordinates and peak ground accelerations recorded at the middle and the edges of the valley than 1D analysis predictions;
(2) spectral amplification occurring at higher periods and for a broader ranges of periods than 1D
analysis predictions;
(3) longer duration of seismic motions which imply
a higher energy content associated with the seismic event along the valley surface;
(4) differential movements along the edges of the
valley.
Many researchers have measured and simulated
such 2D effects worldwide provided that many large
cities are located on or near alluvial valleys: among
others, the valley near Fujisawa City [PSARROPOULOS
and GAZETAS, 2007; GELAGOTI et al., 2007], Gubbio
valley [CASTRO et al., 2004; LUZI et al., 2005], Riva del
Garda valley [FACCIOLI and VANINI, 2003] Adige Valley [FACCIOLI and VANINI, 2003; PAOLUCCI, 1999], Val
di Sole [FACCIOLI and VANINI, 2003; DELGADO et al.,
2001], Rhone valley [ROTEN et al., 2004], San Giuliano di Puglia [LANZO and PAGLIAROLI, 2009; PUGLIA
et al., 2009], Marina district valley [ZHANG and PAPAGEORGIOU , 1996], Kirovakan valley [B IELAK et al.,
1999], Kefalonia valley [GAZETAS, 1997; CHAVEZ-GARCIA and FACCIOLI, 2000] Volvi valley [CHAVEZ-GARCIA
and FACCIOLI, 2000; MAKRA et al., 2005] and Tarcento valley [CAUZZI et al., 2010]. Studies performed
in these valleys recognised that “valley effects” come
from 2D, and sometimes 3D, combination of a complex interaction among several factors:
– the shape ratio (SR) of the valley;
– the soil-bedrock impedance contrast (IC);

–

the non-linearity and damping of the soils filling the basin.
SR is defined as the ratio between the thickness
of the soil at the centre of the valley and the half
width of the basin. According to BARD and BOUCHON
[1980a, b; 1985], such parameter is commonly used
to distinguish shallow (SR<0.2) from deep valleys
(SR>0.2). IC is the ratio between the seismic impedance of the soil and that of the bedrock, where the
seismic impedance is given by ρVS, being ρ the density of the material and VS is its shear wave velocity.
The key role of such two parameters (the shape ratio
and the impedance contrast) was first systematically
investigated by BARD and BOUCHON [1980a, b; 1985]
and BARD and GARIEL [1986]. The formers investigated sine-shaped valleys characterized by several
shape ratios (SR varying from less than 0.2 to 1.1)
and high soil-bedrock impedance contrasts (IC varying between 5 and 8). They used an analytical approach, that is the Aki-Larner technique, for studying horizontal shear (SH), vertical shear (SV) and
compression (P) wave propagation from the bottom
to the surface of the soils considering both elastic
and inelastic behaviour, in this latter case with the
assumption of a constant damping ratio. In their
study, SH wave is the anti-plane case and SV wave is
the in-plane case. Results from such analyses
pointed out that:
(1) the frequency of the greatest peak is the same at
each point on the surface of the valley regardless of local soil thickness;
(2) the corresponding amplification is the largest in
the valley centre and decays toward the edges
where it vanishes;
(3) at the first resonance period the ground motion
is in-phase across the whole valley;
(4) looking at the depth dependence of ground motion amplitude, the motions concern only the
soils, which means that the energy is almost
completely trapped inside the valley.
Moreover, the same authors performed a sensitivity study on the following parameters: (a) soil-bedrock impedance contrast; (b) soil damping; (c)
body wave incident angles. They argued that the
two-dimensional resonance pattern of the “valley effects” involves both vertical and lateral interferences
and it is controlled by the shape ratio and the velocity contrast. Such results were confirmed by BARD
and GARIEL [1986]. Comparing the amplification
functions calculated for 1D and 2D numerical simulations of wave propagation (Fig. 1), it is worth noticing that at the centre of the shallow valleys results
from the two types of analyses are similar while they
considerably differ close to the edges. In the case of
deep valleys, the amplification functions from 1D
and 2D numerical simulations are different both at
the centre and at the edges. According to these results, Bard and Bouchon proposed an empirical for-
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Tab. I – Effects of topographic and subsurface irregularities (after SILVA 1988, modified).
Tab. I – Effetti topografici e dovuti ad irregolarità geometriche sepolte (da SILVA 1988, modificato).
Structure

Conditions

Effects

Most suitable quantitative predictions

Shallow and wide soil
filled valley (depth/
half width: H/
L<0.25)

Effects most pronounced near
edges; largely vertically
propagating shear waves away from
edges

Broadband amplification
near edges due to
generation of surface
waves

One-dimensional model may under-predict at
higher frequencies by about 2 near edges

Deep and narrow soil
filled valley (H/
L>0.25)

Effects throughout valley width

Broadband amplification
across the valley due to
whole valley modes

One-dimensional model may under-predict
for a wide bandwidth by about 2 to 4; resonant
frequencies shifted from one dimension

Fig. 1 – Comparison of amplification factors from one- and two-dimensional analyses of (a) shallow, flat basin, and (b) deep
basin (after BARD and GARIEL, 1986, modified).
Fig. 1 – Confronto tra i fattori di amplificazione ottenuti da analisi mono- e bi-dimensionali di (a) valli superficiali e (b) valli profonde
(da BARD and GARIEL 1986, modificata).

mula, plotted in Figure 2, that can be applied to
sine-shaped valleys in order to recognise the possible presence of such 2D effects:
(2)
where Cv is the soil-bedrock velocity contrast, l is the
half width of the valley and h is the thickness of the
soil deposit. Such a curve can be interpreted as an
empirical boundary between truly 2D valley effects,
in the upper part of the plot, and side effects that
are focused at the valley edges which are coupled to
1D behaviour, in the lower part of the plot. However, it is worth noticing that this curve has been derived from numerical simulations of propagation of
P and S waves under simplified hypotheses on soil
behaviour and valley geometry; being reality much
more complex, boundaries between the two effects
shall be regarded with respect to each case studied.
Moreover, BARD and BOUCHON [1985] introduced
the concept of the “equivalent shape ratio” h/2w,
where h is the maximum thickness of the valley and
2w is the total width over which the soil thickness is
more than half its maximum value; this shape ratio
can be used for any valley shape. Furthermore, they
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suggested a relationship between the shape ratio
and the fundamental frequency of the valley according to the three body waves investigated, among
which SH (Fig. 3a). Such results have been updated
by JIANG and KURIBAYASHI [1988] and recently by
PAOLUCCI [1999] (see Fig. 3b). Later on, SILVA [1988]
summarized the effects of topographic and subsurface irregularities with comments on their quantitative predictability, which are presented in Table I.
Silva suggested to define as 'shallow' valleys those
with a shape ratio less than 0.25 and as 'deep' valleys
those with SR values greater than 0.25. Few years
before, results from field observations were published by TUCKER and KING [1984] and KING and
TUCKER [1984] who had instrumented three valleys
in the Garm region (Tadjikistan) that are:
– Chusal valley, with SR equals to 0.3 and the IC
equals to 6;
– Yasman valley, with an unknown depth and
1300m width and the IC equals to 5;
– Runo valley, with SR equals to 0.28 and the IC
equals to 3.
The authors observed evidences of amplification effects, produced by both weak and strong motion events, in terms of spectral ratios. They noted
that:
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Fig. 2 – Velocity contrast vs shape ratio diagram for detecting conditions for the 2D valley effects (after BARD and
BOUCHON, 1985, modified).
Fig. 2 – Relazione tra contrasto di velocita' e rapporto di forma
per valutare le condizioni per l'insorgere degli effetti di valle
bidimensionali (da BARD and BOUCHON, 1985, modificata).

–

in Chusal and Yasman valleys the observed average site amplification was of a factor of 5, at the
centre of the valleys. It occurred at frequencies
ranging from 1 to 5Hz (corresponding to the
range of period: 0.2÷1s);
– in Runo valley the amplification factor was equal
to 2 occurring at the edges of the valley and at
frequencies greater than 20Hz, although the
vertical component of the motion was, in this
case, apparently amplified more than the horizontal one.
Such evidences were in good agreement with
the preceding and subsequent numerical works:

a)

field measurements show 1D effects and lateral
propagation for Runo valley whereas show full 2D
valley effects for Yasman and Chusal valleys. Recently, based on the common features of the “valley
effects”, some authors started to suggest how to
translate the scientific knowledge into the design
practice [M AKRA et al., 2005; R USSO et al., 2008,
CAUZZI et al., 2010]. MAKRA et al. [2005] carried out a
large survey by both in situ wave propagation measurements and numerical analyses (1D and 2D) on
the alluvial Volvi valley, located in the north of
Greece. Such study, named “Euroseistest”, provided
results closer to the ones from Garm valleys [KING
and TUCKER, 1984]. The Euroseistest site was well
known from geological and geotechnical point of
view. This valley is about 6km width and 200m
depth at most, so that it can be defined, according
to SILVA [1988], as a shallow valley. Structurally, it is
a Graben filled by recent sediments. Comparison of
results in terms of amplification functions (ratio between 2D and 1D spectral acceleration responses)
show that subsurface shape of alluvial valley differently affects the superficial amplification depending
on the frequency value. MAKRA et al. [2005] investigated the influence of geometrical simplification
into the valley model for numerical analyses by implementing 2 different models (Model IV and V in
Fig. 4). They pointed out that no relevant differences can be detected when a graded shaped valley
was modelled as a concave one. From such numerical analyses an amplification factor was calculated,
named “aggravation factor”, which was previously
introduced by CHAVEZ-GARCIA and FACCIOLI [2000].
Both MAKRA et al. and CHAVEZ-GARCIA and FACCIOLI
suggest to consider the “aggravation factor” in addition to the 1D amplification, in the range of period:
0.1÷3s, by assuming it as a constant value ranging
between 2 and 3 according to MAKRA et al. [2005]

b)

Fig. 3 – Empirical relationship between the valley shape ratio and the fundamental frequency of the valley with respect to the
SV waves according to different authors: a) after BARD and BOUCHON [1985], modified; b) after PAOLUCCI [1999], modified.
Fig. 3 – Relazione empirica tra la frequenza fondamentale della valle rispetto alla propagazione delle onde SH e il rapporto di forma
della stessa secondo diversi autori: a) da BARD and BOUCHON [1985], modificata; b) da PAOLUCCI [1999], modificata.
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Fig. 4 – Two-dimensional model of the basin of the Euroseistest valley characterized by four faults: (a) graded one; (b) flat
one (after MAKRA et al., 2005, modified).
Fig. 4 – Modelli bidimensionali della valle di Euroseistest: (a) si considerano le quattro faglie; (b) non si considerano le quattro faglie.
(da MAKRA et al., 2005, modificata).

study and larger than 2 according to CHAVEZ-GARCIA
and FACCIOLI [2000] study. Such amplification values
shall be considered.
RUSSO et al. [2008] introduced the “geometric
factor” SG, which shall be applied to the acceleration
response spectrum over the range 0.1÷2.5s, in order
to take into account the geometric irregularities of a
valley. They derived such factor from the case study
of Castelnuovo Garfagnana site where equivalent linear 2D analyses were carried out. Accordingly,
they suggested to introduce into the Italian building
code the function SG(T), to be multiplied to the acceleration response spectrum, as follows:

(3)

CAUZZI et al. [2010] based on registrations and
numerical 1D and 2D analyses performed at Tarcento valley, suggested for the soil categories ranging from A to D, another code-like approximation
of the amplification factor fSITE(T; VS30) which was
characterized by the dependency on VS30 and reference periods T1 and T2 different to the code. They
used results from a previous work [CAUZZI and FACCIOLI, 2008] and graphically showed their new amplification factor by means of shaded zone as in Figure 5, where T1 and T2 are summarized in Table
II. Finally, these authors suggest to use the T values
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in Table II only at the edges of the valley, whereas
at the centre T1 and T2 shall be shifted toward higher values. Unfortunately, such valuable approach
although apparently simplified involves an expertise on “valley effects” that is not commonly acquired by the majority of practitioners; moreover, it is
calibrated just on a particular valley and it considers
constant damping ratios for soils.

3. Toward acceptable common shapes for
sediment filled basins
The large amount of case histories of “valley effects” investigated worldwide and over the years
cannot be easily employed to provide technical advices because of the “local peculiarity” of each basin
from a geometrical and material point of view. Although both the impedance contrast and the shape
ratio can be used to generalise the local conditions,
the shape of a common sketch of a soil filled basin is
difficult to be accomplished due to asymmetries and
irregularities. At first, for numerical previsions,
BARD and BOUCHON [1985] adopted a symmetrical
sine-shaped valley (Fig. 6a) and some years later PAOLUCCI [1999] did the same also considering possible asymmetries expressed by a factor ζ, defined as
the ratio between the half width of the valley, a, and
the abscissa, x, corresponding to the maximum
depth (see Fig. 6).
Recently, a new attempt has been undertaken
for grouping real valleys into common shape model
within the research project “SISMOVALP” - seismic
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Fig. 5 – Spectral envelopes (shaded label 2) of site amplification, for soil categories B, C and D. (after CAUZZI and FACCIOLI,
2010, modified).
Fig. 5 – Inviluppi di spettri di risposta (banda in grigio 2 in legenda) che tengono conto dell'amplificazione di sito, per categorie di
sottosuolo B, C e D (da CAUZZI e FACCIOLI, 2010, modificata).

Tab II – Values of reference periods for the different ground categories (after CAUZZI et al., 2010).
Tab. II – Valori dei periodi di riferimento per le diverse categorie di suolo (da CAUZZI et al., 2010).
Ground category

T1 [s]

T2 [s]

B

0.3

0.7

C, E

0.3

0.7

D

0.3

1.2-0.5(VS,30-100)/(180-100)

Tab. III – Main features of the input records for the present two-dimensional analyses.
Tab. III – Principali caratteristiche degli accelerogrammi di input impiegati nelle simulazioni numeriche bidimensionali.
INPUT RECORD MAIN FEATURE

Acc. 1 (103)

Acc. 2 (258)

Acc. 3 (14)

Event

Friuli (4th shock)

Gubbio

Friuli (1st shock)

15/09/1976

29/04/1984

05/06/1976

16.87

26.1

36.38

Date
Duration

s

Time step (Δt)

s

0.005

0.005

0.005

Epicentral distance

km

16.42

26.13

21.72

Moment magnitude

Mw

5.9

5.6

6.4

Peak velocity

m/s

0.1992

0.0796

0.2218

Peak acceleration

g

0.245

0.1743

0.339

Arias Intensity

m/s

0.2388

0.1241

0.7815

Predominant period

s

0.1914

0.2038

0.4995

Trifunac duration

s

2.66

4.97

4.25

dominant periods of input acceleration
response spectra:
the highest peak

s

0.2

0.12; 0.18

0.26

the other peaks

s

0.12; 0.26; 0.40

0.31

0.36; 0.51

hazard and Alpine valley response analyses - funded
within the Interreg III-B and finished in 2006
(http://www-lgit.obs.ujf-grenoble.fr/sismovalp/).
The project studied the seismic response of eight alpine valleys, that are: Grenoble Isere river valley

(France); Valais Rhone valley (Switzerland); Bovec
basin, upper Soca valley (Slovenia); Tagliamento
river high valley (Italy); Gemona del Friuli (Italy);
Val Resia (Italy); Val Pellice (Italy); La Salle, Val
d'Aosta (Italy). Among others, one of the work-pack-
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 6 – Sketch of a typical valley: a) symmetric sine-shaped valley (after BARD and BOUCHON, 1985); b) asymmetric sinshaped valleys (after PAOLUCCI, 1999); c) alpine valley (after LACAVE and LEMEILLE, 2006, modified).
Fig. 6 – Schema tipo di valle: a) simmetrica sinusoidale (da Bard and Bouchon 1985); b) asimmetrica sinusoidale (da PAOLUCCI, 1999);
c) valle alpina (da LACAVE e LEMEILLE, 2006, modificata).

ages was devoted to recognise some “generic” alpine valley shape (Fig. 6c). Accordingly, LACAVE and
LEMEILLE [2006], summarized the main features of
transversal sections of such valleys, stating that the
shape of the alpine valley is the result of the stiffness
of the rocky basement but also of the erosion duration. As a matter of fact, the valley may have been
dug during successive glacial events whereas the
bottom of the valley can be horizontal or irregular
depending mainly on the lithology and the structure of the bedrock. They suggest to group the studied valleys into three common 2D geometrical configurations: the major, very large and thick with low
amplification; the minor, usually narrow and steep
with high frequency amplification and the intermediate with intermediate geometrical and amplification features.
Accordingly, the present study uses the sketch
illustrated in Figure 8a, which is the approximated
trapezoidal model of the sketch drawn in Figure 6a
for carrying out 2D finite element analyses. In this
study the worst geometrical condition for the superficial amplification, which is a symmetric concave
basin, is considered.
The selection of the valley shape and the definition of a limited number of ideal valleys (the geometry and the geological/geotechnical model of which
is discussed in the next paragraph) is based on a
long experience of the authors with dynamic characterization of urban areas in the Northern Apennines [LO PRESTI 2000a,b; LUZI et al., 2000; CALOSI et
al., 2001; FERRINI et al., 2001; BAGLIONE et al., 2007;
LO PRESTI et al. 2007; CHERUBINI et al. 2004]. As a
matter of fact, the authors took part of one of the
most advanced project, developed in Italy, of site
characterization according to seismic behaviour: the
VEL (Evaluation of Site Effects) Project. It was financed by the Office for Seismic Risk Prevention
and Reduction from Tuscany Region (http://
www.rete.toscana.it/sett/pta/sismica/lr56/VEL/index.htm) by means of the Regional Law L.R. 30/07/
1997 n. 56. Since then and over nine years, the VEL
project was aimed at reducing the seismic risk in the
urban centres and strategic buildings located at the
most hazardous districts with respect to seismicity,
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such as Lunigiana and Garfagnana (Fig. 7). 207 Urban centres have been studied within these areas,
where several in situ and laboratory tests have been
performed: 800 seismic refraction tests in P and SH
waves, 320 boreholes and down-hole tests (in P and
SH waves) and many grain size analyses and resonant column tests for deriving the shear modulus
reduction ratio G(γ)/G0 and the damping ratio D(γ)
curves. Numerical 2D analyses were also carried out
by the authors, among others, in order to detect amplification effects along sections at 1:2000 scale. The
resulting experience in dynamic characterization of
such deposits and numerical analyses has been used
in the present note to carry out the following parametric study.

4. Parametric study
Numerical simulations have been performed on
three models (Fig. 8a) which represent shallow and
deep alluvial valleys, according to the variation of
the edge slope, α angle. The shape of the models is
trapezoidal; such geometry can be regarded as a
simplification of sine-shaped valley which is widely
studied by means of analytical approaches (Fig. 8b).
At the bottom of the valley, a layer of 5m of rock
material has been inserted in each model, in order
to make a de-convolution of the input signal toward
a horizontal base. Furthermore, the three different
models have a lower horizontal base 10m long; the
maximum soil thickness is 30m at the centre of the
valley whereas it decreases toward the edges. The
valley dimensions are defined according to the α angle, equal to 10º, 20º and 40º degrees, corresponding to three shape ratios SR equal to 0.2, 0.4 and
0.8. Hereafter, the three geometrical models will be
referred to by their SR values.
The soil filling the basin is homogeneous with
its constant shear wave velocity over 30m depth
(VS30) corresponding to B and C soil categories according to Italian building code. Five values are
chosen for VS30 to be investigated by numerical simulations, namely: 360, 500 and 780m/s for B, 180
e 250m/s for C soil category. The choice of such sei-
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Fig. 7 – Areas belonging to Tuscany Region Territory which have been involved into VEL project.
Fig. 7 – Aree della Regione Toscana interessate dal progetto VEL.

smic soil categories is due to both experimental evidences of VS30 values from Tuscany region deposits
and the need for a large range of values of soil-bedrock impedance contrast. As a matter of fact, the
VS value of the bedrock material is assumed equal to
800m/s and has been kept constant: accordingly, a
large range of soil-bedrock impedance contrast can
be investigated for the five VS30 values chosen for
the soil, that is from 1.2 to 6.2 (Tab. IV). Moreover,
comparing the case studied with Bard and Bouchon
chart (Fig. 2), it can be noticed that, when SR is 0.2,
only 1D effects and lateral propagation will arise,
whereas for SR=0.4 and 0.8, 2D effects will occur. It
is worth noticing that Bard and Bouchon chart has
been based on numerical analyses carried out by
harmonic wave propagation either in elastic soil or
visco-elastic material with constant damping. On
the other hand, in this study real accelerograms and
equivalent elastic behaviour of soil have been considered, in order to compare results from more complex valley models with those predicted by parametric studies and to appreciate how much they are influenced by input signal properties.
REXEL v 2.61 beta code has been used [IERVOLINO and GALASSO, 2010] for choosing three input
accelerograms among the Italian and European accelerometric databases. The choice of the range of

periods is related to the most dangerous range of
periods for buildings according to the purpose of
this study. Such input signals were chosen to respect
the spectrum-compatibility in the range of periods
0.1÷2.0s, and seismic-compatibility according to LAI
et al. [2005], who performed a de-aggregation of the
seismic hazard in Garfagnana and Lunigiana areas.
This de-aggregation study gave couples of magnitude and distances ranging between 5.4-5.8 and 1320km. To facilitate the selection of accelerograms
using REXEL, such ranges have been broadened to
5.0-6.5 for the magnitude and to 5-20km for the
epicentral distances. Such values were selected according to the authors experience within Tuscany
region seismicity (one of the most intense strong
motion seismicity within Italy) without considering
any near field effects. According to such choice, the
limited number of the accelerograms do not affect
the significance of results provided that a broad
range of periods have been investigated, as stated by
CHAVEZ-GARCIA et al. [2000].
The reference spectrum is that suggested from
the Italian building code [DM 14 gennaio 2008] in
the following hypotheses: (1) the limit state is the ultimate limit of life safety (SLV), (2) building life (VN)
equals to 50 years, (3) the usage coefficient of the
building (CU) equals to 1 and (4) soil category is A
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Fig. 8 – Models of the studied three alluvial valleys for the evaluation of the SG factor: a) working sketches; b) approximation of
sine-shaped valleys by means of the trapezoidal ones; c) finite element pattern and boundary conditions for dynamic simulations.
Fig. 8 – Modelli delle tre valli alluvionali studiate per la valutazione del fattore SG: a) schemi di lavoro; b) approssimazione della valle
sinusoidale con quella trapezoidale: c) discretizzazione con elementi finiti e condizioni al contorno utilizzate nelle analisi numeriche
dinamiche.

Tab. IV – Main features of the subsoil models implemented into the numerical analyses.
Tab. IV – Principali caratteristiche dei modelli di sottosuolo considerati nelle analisi numeriche.
Seismic soil category

VS30 (m/s)

Density ρ (kg/m3)

Soil-bedrock velocity
contrast (CV)

Soil-bedrock impedance
contrast (IC)

A800

800

2500

-

-

B780

780

2100

1.03

1.2

B500

500

2100

1.6

1.9

B360

360

2100

2.2

2.7

C250

250

1800

3.2

4.4

C180

180

1800

4.4

6.2
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Fig. 9 – Acceleration response spectra of the three input signals and building code one for the ultimate limit state SLV.
Fig. 9 – Spettri di risposta in accelerazione relativi ai tre segnali di input e allo spettro di normativa per lo stato limite ultimo SLV.

with flat topographic surface (T1 topographic category). Castelnuovo Garfagnana city, located in
Lucca district, has been chosen as the reference site
for seismic zone 2 (OPCM 3274), where the max expected ground acceleration a g is 0.25g [INGV,
2005].
Main features of the horizontal input records
are summarized in Table III and their acceleration
spectra are illustrated in Figure 9. Here, SLV spectrum and the input motion mean spectrum are plotted in order to show that spectrum-compatibility is
satisfied. In order to carry out the 2D simulations,
the input accelerograms were de-convolved to the
bedrock at 35m depth by means of EERA code, simulating 1D propagation of in-plane shear waves
throughout a layered subsoil by equivalent-linear
analysis in the frequency domain [B ARDET et al.,
2000]. 2D numerical analyses have been performed
by means of QUAKE/W [KRAHN, 2004], assuming an
equivalent linear behaviour of soil filling the valley;
the G(γ)/GMAX and D(γ) curves after LO PRESTI et al.
[2006] have been used, shown in Figure 10. Triangular shaped elements have been used in the finite
element domain discretisation (Fig. 8c). The optimum maximum size of the finite elements has been
derived from the following rule, after KUHLEMEYER
and LYSMER [1973]:
(4)
where VS is the shear wave velocity of the element
material and fmax is the maximum frequency value
of the input signal to be propagated toward the surface, which is assumed to be 10Hz.

Figure 8c shows the common boundary conditions for one of the three valley models. The boundary conditions applied to lateral cut-off boundaries
are nodal zero vertical displacement and nodal horizontal dampers with a viscosity coefficient, Dnode,
the values of which have been derived from the relationship:
(5)
where ρ is the density and VS is the shear wave velocity of the material, and L/2 is half the distance between the nodes times a unit distance into the section.
The maximum horizontal extension of the models varies according to the slope chosen for the valley edges. The boundary conditions applied at the
bedrock lower boundary are the input signals, applied as nodal horizontal accelerations (black points
in Fig. 8c). Moreover, comparisons between 1D response calculated at the centre of the valley by
QUAKE/W and EERA have been undertaken, in order to check the correctness of 2D models for 1D
numerical predictions: the outcomes were numerically satisfactory, although differences increase with
the soil deformability, as it can be seen in Figure 11,
for the two cases of soil B and C with shear wave velocity equal to 780 and 180 m/s, respectively. Nonetheless, hereafter, 1D numerical analyses have been
performed by means of QUAKE/W.
The results of two-dimensional analyses are reported in terms of acceleration response spectra in
Figures 12÷14.
In Figures 12÷14 valley responses are plotted in
the period range of 0.01÷2s for the three valley shape
ratios SR: 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8 (corresponding to 10°, 20°
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Fig. 10 – Curves of dynamic shear modulus and damping ratio versus shear deformation for the three soil categories considered (A, B and C) used in the numerical simulations.
Fig. 10 – Curve del modulo di taglio e del fattore di smorzamento in funzione della deformazione di taglio, utilizzate nelle analisi
numeriche, per le tre categorie di sottosuolo considerate (A, B e C).

Fig. 11 – Comparison between 1D acceleration response spectra for the cases B780 and C180 calculated by EERA and
QUAKE/W.
Fig. 11 – Confronto tra i risultati 1D in spettri di risposta in accelerazione ottenuti con EERA e QUAKE/W per i casi B780 e C180.

and 40° edge slopes), for the three chosen input signals and for two cases of soil categories: C with
V S30 =180m/s, referred to as C180 and B with
VS30=780m/s, referred to as B780. Although analyses
of all the five subsoil models have been carried out,
the results of only these two cases will be reported
hereafter, as representative of upper and lower
bounds of the whole impedance contrast range.
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Figures 12(a-c) show results for SR=0.2 at the
three chosen points along the valley width and for
the three input motions: in Figure 12a results for input 1 (that is accelerogram 103), in Figure 12b results for input 2 (that is accelerogram 258) and in Figure 12c) results for input 3 (that is accelerogram
14) are plotted with the corresponding 1D acceleration and input spectra. Figures 13(a-c) and 14(a-c)
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Fig. 12 – Acceleration response spectra calculated for SR=0.2 and three input motions, i.e. record 14 (a), 258 (b) and 103
(c) at three points along the valley surface: the centre of the valley (x/l=0); one third far from the centre (x/l=0.3) and near
the valley edge (x/l=0.6).
Fig. 12 – Spettri di risposta in accelerazione calcolati per SR=0.2 e i tre input 14 (a), 258 (b) e 103 (c), in tre punti della superficie
della valle: al centro della valle (x/l=0); a distanza di un terzo dal centro (x/l=0.3) e vicino al bordo valle (x/l=0.6).
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Fig. 13 – Acceleration response spectra calculated for SR=0.4 and three input motions, i.e. record 14 (a), 258 (b) and 103
(c) at three points along the valley surface: the centre of the valley (x/l=0); one third far from the centre (x/l=0.3) and near
the valley edge (x/l=0.6).
Fig. 13 – Spettri di risposta in accelerazione calcolati per SR=0.4 ed i tre input 14 (a), 258 (b) e 103 (c), in tre punti della superficie
della valle: al centro della valle (x/l=0); a distanza di un terzo dal centro (x/l=0.3) e vicino al bordo valle (x/l=0.6).
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Fig. 14 – Acceleration response spectra calculated for SR=0.8 and three input motions, i.e. record 14 (a), 258 (b) and 103
(c) at three points along the valley surface: the centre of the valley (x/l=0); one third far from the centre (x/l=0.3) and near
the valley edge (x/l=0.6).
Fig. 14 – Spettri di risposta in accelerazione calcolati per SR=0.8 ed i tre input 14 (a), 258 (b) e 103 (c), in tre punti della superficie
della valle: al centro della valle (x/l=0); a distanza di un terzo dal centro (x/l=0.3) e vicino al bordo valle (x/l=0.6).
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centre to the edge of the valley, for C180 and B780
cases; C180 case shows the highest peaks for both
input 1 and 3 whereas B780 case shows the highest
peaks for input 2. This is due to the effect of the resonance between the input and the valley.
Table III in the last two rows shows, for the three
accelerograms used, the periods corresponding to
the highest peaks in the acceleration response spectra. It can be pointed out that the first and the third
input show similar effects on the valley, because
their highest peaks pertain to longer periods than
input 2.
In order to compare the numerical results with
the analytical ones, first resonance frequencies of
2D valley models, have been calculated according to
BARD and BOUCHON [1985], for symmetrical sineshaped valley and horizontal shear wave propagation:

(6)

Fig. 15 – Resonance frequency a) and period b) versus
shear wave velocity computed from Eq. (6) by BARD and
BOUCHON [1985]
Fig. 15 – Frequenza a) e periodo di risonanza b) in funzione
della velocità delle onde di taglio, calcolata mediante l'Eq. (6) di
BARD e BOUCHON [1985].

show results for SR equals to 0.4 and 0.8 respectively. Such three groups of figures show different
trends depending on the considered input: the reduction of peak spectral values from the centre toward the edge (from x/l=0 toward x/l=0.6) is evident for B780 case (Fig. 12a). On the contrary, C180
case does not show a clear trend for peak reduction
although its peaks are higher than B780 at higher
periods. When input 2 is considered (Fig.12b), the
highest peaks relate to B780 case, but from the centre toward the edge of the valley the peaks increase
for both C180 and B780 cases. Finally, input 3 (Fig.
12c) causes the highest peaks for C180 case whereas
the peak reduction pattern towards the edge can be
seen from 0.5s period on. Figures 13(a-c) and 14(ac) show the same trend for the three considered inputs: a reduction in peak spectral values from the
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where h is the thickness of the soil deposit, 2w is
equal to l that is the half width of the valley, m and
n are indexes corresponding to harmonic orders of
vertical and lateral interferences respectively. For
sine-shaped valleys, which is the shape approximated by this study, Equation (6) is a good approximation of the fundamental resonance frequency, when
m=0 and n=0. For the cases studied, 1D and 2D
resonance frequencies/periods computed according
to Equation (6) for the five categories of soils and
the three valley shapes are plotted in Figure 15 versus shear wave velocity. The plot in Figure 15a confirms the increase of resonance frequency from
C180 case to B780 case: for SR=0.2, the trends of
1D and 2D resonance frequency are quite the same,
whereas it increases with SR varying from 0.2 to 0.8.
In the case of C180, for SR=0.2 the resonance period is 0.63s, for SR=0.4 it is 0.55s and for SR=0.8 it
is 0.4s (Fig. 15b); in the case of B780, for SR=0.2,
the resonance period is 0.16s, for SR=0.4 it is 0.14s
and for SR=0.8 it is 0.1s. Such values can be compared with the input dominant periods from Table
III.
In detail, input 1 has a high peak at 0.2s and
also smaller peaks at 0.26s and 0.4s; from Equation
(6) in the case of SR=0.2, B780 has a resonance period equals to 0.15s for both 1D and 2D valley models: from Figure 12a) it can be seen that at 0.2s, 1D
peak is higher than 2D peaks because the resonance
effect is concentrated on one period whereas 2D valley has more than one peak at lower periods. For
C180 case, instead, the highest peak is at 0.5s near
to the 2D first resonance peak (0.63s) and to the dominant periods for input 1.
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Fig. 16 – Acceleration response spectra referred to input motion 2 and calculated for the three valley models, at different
point along the valley width: a) at the valley centre; b) at x/l=0.3; c) at x/l=0.6.
Fig. 16 – Spettri di risposta in accelerazione riferiti al moto di input 2 e calcolati per i tre modelli di valle, in diversi punti della sezione:
a) al centro; b) a x/l=0.3; c) a x/l=0.6.
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From x/l=0 to x/l=0.6, the peaks for C180 case
decrease also because they correspond to lower resonance periods of 0.4s and 0.26s respectively as reported in Table III. As confirmed by Figures 12(bc), whenever the input dominant period corresponds to the resonance period of 1D or 2D valley
model, the spectral ordinates are amplified: the input 2 dominant periods are lower than those of input 1, thus the highest peaks are related to B780
case; in the case of input 3 the most amplified case
is, again, C180 with spectral ordinates corresponding to 0.26s and 0.50s: this is due to the input 3 higher dominant periods. As Figures 13(a-c) and
14(a-c) show, when SR=0.4 and 0.8, the 2D acceleration response spectrum peaks of both B780 and
C180 are reduced, according to Equation (6), and as
they get closer to the input dominant periods their
spectral ordinates are much amplified. Summarizing, Figures 12÷14 show 2D and 1D amplifications
related to the proximity of input predominant periods to the fundamental periods predicted by
Equation (6).
Despite of the prominent role played by input
predominant periods on the valley amplification
magnitude and its corresponding periods, some
common features of the role of the shape ratio and
the impedance contrast on 2D valley responses can
be highlighted by means of Figures 16a-c). Here,
the spectra resulting for three valley shape ratios
(SR) and two soil-bedrock impedance contrasts (IC)
are plotted for the input motion 2. It can be pointed
out that:
(1) when impedance contrast is 1.2 (B780 case)
amplified periods fall between 0.01s and 0.35s and
this range reduces toward the edge; on the other
hand, when impedance contrast increases up to 6.2
(C180 case) the amplified periods range between
0.01s and 1.4s and such range reduces toward the
edge; such ranges also reduce passing from SR=0.2
to 0.8;
(2) the amplification magnitude depends on input motions although, for each input, it increases
with SR at the centre of the valley and decreases toward the edge;
(3) for each input motion, 1D amplification occurs at higher periods than in 2D conditions all over
the valley width: for IC=1.2, 1D peak is equal to
1.2g at T=0.2s, whereas for IC=6.2, 1D peak is 0.6g
at two periods T=0.35s and T=0.9s. Such behaviour strongly depends on the chosen input motion,
but the common feature is that 1D response for high
impedance contrast values is higher than 2D one at
periods larger than 0.8s. Such occurrence results
from the combination of the resonant periods of 1D
soil model and the input motion.
The effects described at point (3) can be better
analysed by means of the spectral acceleration ratio
Ar (Figs. 17÷19), defined as the ratio between acce-
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leration response spectrum of 2D model at three reference points, placed at 0.0, 0.3 and 0.6 x/l respectively (P1, P2 and P3 in Fig. 8a), and the corresponding spectrum from 1D model at the same points,
i.e.:
(7)
The 1D model corresponds to α = 0 in Figure
8a. Ar allows to focus on the geometric amplification/attenuation effect isolated from the stratigraphic one. In Figures 17÷19, valley responses are
plotted in the period range of 0.01÷2s for the three
valley shape ratios SR = 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, for the three
chosen input signals and for two cases of soil categories and seismic impedance contrast: soil C with
VS30=180m/s, referred to as C180, with IC=6.2, and
soil B with VS30=780m/s, referred to as B780, with
IC=1.2.
The three groups of plots show the Ar values calculated for the limit cases B780 and C180, for the
three inputs; Figures 17(a-c) refer to x/l=0, which is
the centre of the valley; Figures 18(a-c) are related
to x/l=0.3, and Figures 19(a-c) to x/l=0.6.
Figures 17(a-c) show that at the centre of the valleys, the maximum Ar value for the C180 case is attained at decreasing periods according to the shape
ratio (at t=0.6s for SR=0.2, at t=0.45s for SR=0.4).
The Ar maximum value gets quite the same magnitude, for the three shape ratios varying between 2.0
and 2.8. The decreasing amplified periods are very
well predicted by the 2D resonance periods from
Equation (6) and accordingly, the trend of their magnitude. The Ar trend for B780 case shows that resonance periods are slightly reduced according to
Equation (6) whereas its magnitude increases up to
2.0 for SR=0.4 model, for the above discussed resonance phenomenon between the valley and the input.
The Ar trend from the centre to the edge of the
valley can be detected by comparing Figures 17(a-c)
with 18(a-c) and 19(a-c): for the C180 case, the peaks are achieved at smaller periods although the Ar
magnitude is generally reduced toward the edge.
Concerning the B780 case, Ar magnitudes are quite
the same at the centre of the valley and at x/l=0.6,
as well as the amplified periods . At x/l=0.3 for both
the B780 and the C180 cases, Ar increases with SR,
whereas at x/l=0.6 Ar decreases with SR. Comparing Figures 17a÷19a, 17b÷19b and 17c÷19c it is
worth noticing that Ar gets higher values at the edge
than the centre of the valley for SR=0.2; for the cases of SR=0.4 and SR=0.8, Ar values reduce from
the centre to the edge for both the B780 and the
C180 cases.
These results are confirmed by literature studies
[KING and TUCKER, 1984; SILVA, 1988] demonstra-
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Fig. 17 – Acceleration spectral ratio Ar calculated for three valley model: SR=0.2 (a), SR=0.4 (b) and SR=0.8 (c) and three
input motions (103, 258 and 14) at the centre of the valley (x/l=0).
Fig. 17 – Rapporto spettrale di accelerazione Ar per tre modelli di valle: SR=0.2 (a), SR=0.4 (b) ed SR=0.8 (c) e tre input (103, 258
e 14) al centro della valle (x/l=0).
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Fig. 18 – Acceleration spectral ratio Ar calculated for three valley model: SR=0.2 (a), SR=0.4 (b) and SR=0.8 (c) and three
input motions (103, 258 and 14) at x/l=0.3 from the centre of the valley.
Fig. 18 – Rapporto spettrale di accelerazione Ar per tre modelli di valle: SR=0.2 (a), SR=0.4 (b) ed SR=0.8 (c) e tre input (103, 258
e 14) ad una distanza x/l=0.3 dal centro della valle.
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Fig. 19 – Acceleration spectral ratio Ar calculated for three valley model: SR=0.2 (a), SR=0.4 (b) and SR=0.8 (c) and three
input motions (103, 258 and 14) at x/l=0.6 from the centre of the valley.
Fig. 19 – Rapporto spettrale di accelerazione Ar per tre modelli di valle: SR=0.2 (a), SR=0.4 (b) ed SR=0.8 (c) e tre input (103, 258
e 14) ad una distanza x/l=0.6 dal centro della valle.
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Tab. V – Maximum amplified periods (in s), drawn from Figures 17÷19 where Ar>1, for shape ratio values SR=0.2, 0.4
and 0.8 and impedance contrast values IC=1.2 and 6.2.
Tab. V – Periodi massimi (in s) per i quali si ha Ar>1, derivati dalle Figure 17÷19, per valori di rapporto di forma SR=0.2, 0.4 and
0.8 e per contrasto di impedenza IC=1.2 e 6.2.
SR

0.2

IC

0.4

0.8

0.2

x/l=0

0.4

0.8

0.2

x/l=0.3

0.4

0.8

x/l=0.6

1.2

0.4

0.36

0.23

0.39

0.34

0.22

0.22

0.30

0.22

6.2

0.9

0.77

0.67

0.82

0.76

0.65

0.40

0.51

0.61

ting that shallow valleys show the highest amplification values at the edge, whereas the deep valleys
exhibit higher values at the centre.
Figures 17÷19 also point out that 2D/1D amplification ratio is higher than 1 (dotted line) in a limited range of periods (lower than 1s), whose extension depends on the shape ratio and the soil-bedrock impedance contrast. Moreover, the magnitude
of the amplification ratio and the amplified range of
periods vary according to the distance from the valley centre. Table V summarizes the maximum periods for which Ar results greater than 1, evaluated at
different points along the valley width and for C180
and B780 cases. It can be seen that the highest amplified periods correspond to the highest imped-

ance contrast value, that is IC=6.2. Their values decrease from the centre of the valley toward the edge.
Similarly, for IC=1.2 the amplified periods slightly
decrease toward the valley edge, except for the case
of SR=0.2 where the maxima periods are reduced
by half from x/l=0 to x/l=0.6. These results in terms
of amplified periods confirm those obtained by
CHAVEZ-GARCIA and FACCIOLI [2000] for the cases of
SR=0.2 and 0.4.
The Ar values computed for the three input motions and the different shear wave velocity profiles
pertaining to each soil class (B780-B500-B360 and
C180-C250 cases) have been then averaged and
plotted in Figures 20÷22. The average Ar functions

Fig. 20 – Mean acceleration spectral ratios Ar representative of the three input motions and soil categories B and C, for the
three valley types: SR=0.2 a); SR=0.4 b) and SR=0.8 c); d) histograms of SG for the three valley types (SR=0.2, 0.4, 0.8)
and two soil category (C and B) at x/l=0.
Fig. 20 – Valori medi dei rapporti spettrali di accelerazione Ar rappresentativi dei tre moti di input a delle due categorie di suolo B e C,
per i tre tipi di valle: SR=0.2 a); SR=0.4 b) and SR=0.8 c); d) istogrammi di SG per i tre tipi di valli (SR=0.2, 0.4, 0.8) e due categorie
di suolo (C e B) al centro della valle.
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Fig. 21 – Mean acceleration spectral ratios Ar representative of the three input motions and soil categories B and C, for the
three valley types: SR=0.2 a); SR=0.4 b) and SR=0.8 c); d) histograms of SG for the three valley types (SR=0.2, 0.4, 0.8)
and two soil category (C and B) at x/l=0.3.
Fig. 21 – Valori medi dei rapporti spettrali di accelerazione Ar rappresentativi dei tre moti di input a delle due categorie di suolo B e C,
per i tre tipi di valle: SR=0.2 a); SR=0.4 b) and SR=0.8 c); d) istogrammi di SG per i tre tipi di valli (SR=0.2, 0.4, 0.8) e due categorie
di suolo (C e B) ad x/l=0.3.

representative of B and C subsoil class respectively
correspond to IC ranging between 1.2 to 2.7 and 2.7
to 6.2. Figure 20 is related to the centre of the valley, Figure 21 to x/l=0.3 and Figure 22 to x/l=0.6,
while plots a) refer to the shape ratio SR=0.2, plots
b) to SR=0.4 and plots c) to SR=0.8. From these
plots it is worth noticing that:
– for the shallow valley (SR=0.2), the highest Ar
peak occur at the valley edge (x/l=0.6) where Ar =
2.5 for C soil and Ar = 2.0 for B soil at low periods,
that are T = 0.15s and T = 0.12s respectively, although at the valley centre Ar is quite high;
– for the deep valley (SR=0.4), Ar peaks show
their highest values at the valley centres although the edge effects can be seen for a very
narrow range of periods;
– for the very deep valley (SR=0.8), two peaks,
Ar=2.3 for C soil and Ar=2.0 for B soil, can be
seen at the centre of the valley and at x/l=0.3,
whereas they strongly reduce at the valley edge.
Again, such results confirm the findings of several authors [BARD and B OUCHON, 1980b; 1985;
CHAVEZ-GARCIA and FACCIOLI, 2000] in terms of amplified periods and peak amplification magnitu-

des, although it is worth remembering that only, in
the present study, an equivalent linear soil behaviour has been introduced in 1D and 2D numerical
simulations.

5. Synthesis of the results towards a proposal of
geometrical amplification factors
In order to make these results useful for engineering practice, a geometric factor has been introduced to correct the horizontal acceleration spectrum
corresponding to standard 1D seismic site response.
The geometric factor SG is calculated by averaging
the acceleration spectral ratio as follows:

(8)
where Ts is the upper bound of the amplified range
of periods, which varies according to SR, IC and x/l
as shown by Figures 20÷22a-c); Ar is calculated according to Equation (7) and averaged over the three
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Fig. 22 – Mean acceleration spectral ratios Ar representative of the three input motions and soil categories B and C, for the
three valley types: SR=0.2 a); SR=0.4 b) and SR=0.8 c); d) histograms of SG for the three valley types (SR=0.2, 0.4, 0.8)
and two soil category (C and B) at x/l=0.6.
Fig. 22 – Valori medi dei rapporti spettrali di accelerazione Ar rappresentativi dei tre moti di input a delle due categorie di suolo B e C,
per i tre tipi di valle: SR=0.2 a); SR=0.4 b) and SR=0.8 c); d) istogrammi di SG per i tre tipi di valli (SR=0.2, 0.4, 0.8) e due categorie
di suolo (C e B) ad x/l=0.6.

input motions for the soil categories, as shown in
Figures 20÷22a-c). The values of SG calculated by
Equation (8), are plotted by histograms in Figures
20÷22d), relating to the centre of the valley (x/
l=0.0), to x/l=0.3 and to the edge of the valley (x/
l=0.6). Although the spectral compatibility of the
input signals have been considered into the range of
periods 0.1÷2.0s, Ts values vary according to the
valley response (Figs. 16÷18a-c). Hence, corrections by SG values shall be applied up to Ts value
within the site specific spectrum. As a result, 18 SG
values have been provided, for two soil categories, B
and C, for three valley shape ratios and at three positions along the valley width. Accordingly, at the
centre of the valley (x/l=0), SG ranges from 1.30 to
1.60 for B soil and from 1.40 to 1.60 for C soil; at x/
l=0.3, S G varies from 1.10 to 1.33 for B soil (IC
ranging from 1.2 to 2.7) and from 1.30 to 1.38 for C
soil (IC ranging from 2.7 to 6.2); finally, at the edge
of the valley SG varies from 1.10 to 1.35 for B soil
and from 1.15 to 1.50 for C soil.
Finally, based on the results of the limited number of cases analyzed in this pilot parametric study,
more conservative SG values have been provided in
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Table VI column 3. Such values only depend on the
position along the valley and its shape ratio, whereas distinct values of the upper bound of the amplified period range, Ts shall be considered according
to the subsoil class (see Table VI, columns 4 and 5).
Accordingly, the SG factor might be inserted
into Equation (1) according to the following expression for the site amplification factor S*:
(9)
which of course strictly holds only if cross-coupling
effects between the different amplification phenomena and non–linear soil behaviour can be neglected.
To correct for valley effects the horizontal design
spectral shapes provided by the Italian Building
Code, another reference period, TS, might be introduced in addition to the values TB, TC and TD, already specified by the Code according to Cc, Tc*
and ag:
(10)
(11)
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Tab. VI – Summary of the geometrical correction factors suggested for the examined cases.
Tab. VI – Sintesi dei fattori di correzione geometrica suggeriti per i casi esaminati.
Valley shape

x/l
0

1.35

0.35

0.85

Shallow (SR ≤ 0.2)

0.3

1.30

0.20

0.60

0.6

1.50

0.15

0.35

0

1.60

0.28

0.65

0.3

1.35

0.25

0.60

0.6

1.40

0.15

0.40

Deep (SR ≥ 0.4)

SG (B,C)

(12)
relevant to the limit state and the soil category considered. TS, which can be assigned according to the
valley shape, site location and subsoil class (see Tab.
VI), will add a new range of periods into the definition of horizontal acceleration spectrum, namely:
0<T<TB; TB<T<TS; TS<T<TC; TC<T<TD and
T<TD if TS<TC
0<T<TB; TB<T<TC; TC<T<TS; TS<T<TD and
T<TD if TS>TC
For T< TS, the values of SG might be for instance the values provided by Table VI and beyond
TS, SG will be set equal to 1.

6. Concluding remarks
A parametric study has been performed in order to investigate the influence of shape ratio, input
accelerograms and soil/bedrock impedance contrast
in some simplified cases of alluvial valleys. Such cases have been chosen from the authors experience
on valley models from Tuscany territory. Results
provided by this study are useful to introduce a geometrical amplification factor, SG, and a further reference period, TS, which may be implemented into
the simplified rules proposed in the Italian Building
Code to account for seismic site amplification.
From this study, the following evidences have
been figured out:
– resonance periods predicted by BARD and
BOUCHON [1985] of 2D valley models are numerically confirmed;
– the prominent role of the frequency content of
the input accelerograms on the acceleration amplification magnitude and dominant period of
the response spectrum is confirmed again.
With respect to the acceleration response spectrum ratio Ar, the results show that:
– the shape ratio, SR, is one of the outstanding
factors for recognizing 2D valley effects; comparing Ar at the centre and at the edge of the
valley, shallow (SR≤0.2) and deep (SR>0.2) val-

TS (B)

TS (C)

ley behave quite differently: the shallow valley
shows higher amplification at the edges, whereas deep valley at the centre;
– this study shows a new evidence with respect to
the published literature, that is the shape ratio
SR does not control univocally the Ar magnitude, because it is definitely affected by the resonance phenomenon related to the proximity of
the fundamental period of the valley to that of
the input: this is true for a large range of impedance contrast, that is 1.2 to 6.2;
– the impedance contrast IC plays a role in 2D
valley effect: amplifications are recognized for
values ranging between 1.2 and 6.2, although
very high values have been not investigated being considered beyond the purpose of the present study.
The authors believe that the outcomes of this
study can be applied to the seismic design of ordinary buildings and structures, when similar valley
conditions can be found in terms of IC and SR.
From the authors' experience, the studied cases are
quite typical of the Italian territory, although they
do not cover the whole possible valley cases.
Thus, in comparable conditions, the computed
SG values are suggested provided that:
– near field effects shall not be taken into account;
– soil categories B and C are considered;
– soil equivalent linear dynamic behaviour can be
approximated by the curves in Figure 10;
– the subsoil can be reasonably assumed as homogeneous;
– local seismicity is characterized by earthquake
magnitude varying from 5.0 to 6.5, epicentral
distances varying from 5 to 20km, and expected
maximum input acceleration ag of the order of
0.25g.
When non-linearity and inhomogeneity are supposed to be significant, i.e. for soft alluvial soils with
significant increase of shear wave velocity with
depth, no doubt that no simplified approach can
predict amplification as reliably as 'ad hoc' two-dimensional dynamic site response analysis.
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Proposta di valutazione del coefficiente
di amplificazione dovuto ad effetti di
valle in approcci semplificati di risposta
sismica locale
Sommario
I risultati di una serie di esperienze di registrazioni in situ e di
simulazioni numeriche monodimensionali (1D) e bidimensionali
(2D) realizzate in corrispondenza di valli riempite di terreni con
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profilo topografico pianeggiante, hanno mostrato che la geometria
concava della base e la trasformazione delle onde di volume in
onde di superficie in corrispondenza delle estremità di una valle,
producono amplificazioni da 2 a 3 volte superiori rispetto a quelle
previste dalle analisi 1D. Tali amplificazioni si registrano in
corrispondenza di una larga banda di periodi e sono
accompagnate da un incremento di durata dello scuotimento in
superficie. Esse producono effetti sulle strutture di gran lunga
preponderanti rispetto a quelli legati ai rilievi superficiali. Sebbene
questi fenomeni si possano prevedere caso per caso solo con analisi
2D, l’ampia letteratura in merito individua alcuni elementi
caratteristici di questi effetti chiamati “di valle”.
Nella nota si presenta una indagine semplificata sugli
effetti “di valle”, condotta su schemi bidimensionali di valli
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riempite da terreni caratterizzati dai valori di VS30
corrispondenti ad alcune delle categorie di sottosuolo proposte
in Normativa. I risultati di queste analisi numeriche sono
stati comparati sia a quelli ottenuti precedentemente dagli
autori per alcuni casi di studio localizzati nel territorio della
Regione Toscana, sia a quelli pubblicati negli ultimi 30 anni
da ricercatori di tutto il mondo. L'obiettivo è quello di
suggerire un modo per tener conto, in forma semplificata, dei
suddetti “effetti di valle” mediante un “coefficiente
geometrico” analogo al coefficiente topografico previsto dalla
Normativa vigente.
Parole chiave: Effetti di valle, risposta sismica locale, fattore
geometrico
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